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ABSTRACT

This research aims to analyze the impact of excessive affection that exists in the novel P.S. I Love You by Cecelia Ahern. This novel tells the story of a woman named Holly Kennedy who lost her husband due to a brain tumor. The researcher uses the Individual Psychological Approach to conduct this study. In this study, the object of this theory is the mental impact that exists on the main character Holly Kennedy. The researcher uses data sources in the form of literary data. The researcher uses a qualitative method in this research, this method can provide information clearly and also solve the problems or answer the problems that exist in this novel in detail and clearly. Thus, the result of this study discusses the characteristics of Holly Kennedy, the tragedy that makes Holly Kennedy's life uncontrollable, and the impact of excessive affection in P.S. I Love You novel.

Keywords: Excessive affection, individual psychological, impact, tragedy
ABSTRAK


*Kata kunci*: Kasih sayang berlebihan, Individual psychological, dampak, tragedi
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